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First, print this copy or pick up your scavenger hunt

map, located at either the Redmond Chamber of

Commerce (446 SW 7th St) or Cascade Swim Center

(465 SW Rimrock Way). Follow along or use the QR

webmap by scanning the front page of this map or

going to https://arcg.is/GH5eS.

B
On a canyon adventure you're about to take part; 

Head to 850 SW Rimrock Way to find 

Redmond's heart. The very first letter of the artist's last

name goes in Box #1 to start off your game.

Head downhill to the left to go under the street.

Little league fans are in for a treat. 

This park bears a name, same as the fields -

his name, looked at closely, a puzzle piece yields.

He played baseball, coached, and gave of his time;

the last letter of his name goes in box #9.
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D
As you keep walking north tennis courts are in view;

there are six things there that you shouldn't do. The

last four rules have a consonant the same; that letter

should go in box 4 of your game.

Hurry now, there's no time to mope; 

the next three clues are found at Hope.

Climb up the tallest tower; see the animal tracks; He's

big and he's hairy - his color is black.

His name starts with this letter, as you will see;

To help solve your puzzle it goes in box 3.

E

So off down the slide to the sign with red hands
This is where the next clue stands.
Have you learned to finger-spell? The first letter of
word three rhymes with bell. 
You're moving on, it's not a trick; put this letter in the
boxes marked 6. No worries, the answers aren't trying
to hide, they can be found on the flip side.
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Another red sign - do you habla Espanol? You can do
it, you're on a roll! Put the third letter of "Good Bye" in
box 8. Now you've got it, you're doing great!

H
Two ladies remembered, twin benches you'll see.

Just east of the park under an evergreen tree.

They'd be proud of our town if they were alive. From

each of their names you'll need letter five. Please

feel free to take a short rest; in box #12 this letter

works best.

Trail Tips:
Share the trail
Give an audible warning before 

Leash and clean up after dogs.
Prevent the spread of noxious weeds by
staying on marked trails.
Wear appropriate clothing and shoes.

      passing with care on the left.


